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Two hypotheses have been developed to account for the induction of
structural changes of chromosomes by X-rays and other short-wave
radiations. According to one, whJc]~ may be known as the breakage
hypothesis, breaks are induced separately in tlle chromosomes and re~
arrangements are produced when the brea]mge ends subsecluently rejoin
by chance in new ways (Stadler, 193t a,, b, t932), According to the
other, whic]l may be called the contact hypothesis, the rearrangements
occur whe~ two or more chromosome regions in propinquity or in contact
are affected by the same X-ray hit (Muller, 1932). The latter hypothesis
is essentially like that advanced by Serebrovsky (t929), and extended
by Dubinin (1930), to expJain spontaneous as well as induced strnctural
changes, The underlying distinction between the ~wo hypotheses is that
the chromosome breaks, inferred in one structural rearrangement, are
produced either by separate hits or by a single hit.
The problem of deciding whether the breaks inferred in a structural
change induced by irradiation have° a common or separate causative
origin may be approached by considering the relative frequencies of
different classes of rearrangements. For ~his purpose, we shall deal ire
this paper with the frequencies of differen~ ]rinds of induced interchanges
in maize, especially those that involve more than two chromosomes in
a nucleus,
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The material consisted of six families of .F~ maize plants, totalling
417 individuals, raised from kernels obtained when pollen treated with
X-rays was applied to untreated ears. The dosage given to the pollen
was "2000 r.u." (see footnote to Table II). Determinations of the
presence of induced interchanges was made by observation of rings of
four or more chromosomes at dia..kinesis and metaphase I in acetocarmine
preparations of pollen mo~her cells.
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The data, are given in Table 1. Of ~he plants grown, a fair proportion
gave no in%rma, tion. Several causes have conhrib~ed ~o ~his, namely:
(l) weak plants ~hat produced no tassel; (2) p]aa~s sampled a~ the w.~'ong
stage of development; and ,in which no diakinssis or metaphase I pollen
mother calls could be found ; and (3) asynap~ic (two) ~md anSherbss (mrs)
l)l~nts. The firs~ and second classes totalled 86 ]?lungs ou~ of the 417
raised.
TABLE
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Dicd¢i~_esis (c~c~, m,etc~,pho,s¢ t) carc~ngemen~s of ch,ro~nosomes i,~, Y~ mc~iz~
pla,~'~ts~'cdsedfl'o~ the ]cer~zds y~ve~z b?l ~,~t,~'eatedem's fe,rti~ized ~y poison
X-~'ayed with 2(100 ,r.'~t.
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Sandier A Sprague (1937) obtained simila, r data for compa,rison with
the frequency of nltrawioIet induced interchanges, bug it was not rsported in detail, They ha,re Very kindly allowed me to publish the
information upon which their summary was based. IC is given in
Table II, together with a snmmary of ~he new data in Table I.
TABLE

II

Rdative freT~e~,cies of giffere~t k:inds of X-~'ay i~d,uc~d intcrd~a.l~,ye in
m,cdze, ~'ecordsd, as dicd~inesis co,nfgu~ations '&, heteroz~gotvs
Source
a.nd dose
Table I,
"9000 r."*

Total
]0(2) (4)+8(2] (6)+7{2) 2(4)+6(2)(8)+6(2) (6)+(4)+5(2)plants

lNos. of pla.nt~s 235
%
~/t'7
Stadler &
Sprague, 1333 r,
iNos. of pla~ts 54
%
56"3

81
~4"7

4

5
I"5

2
0"6

.~l
0-3

328

1-1

31
3~']

4
4"2

~
6"3

1
1.1

0
0

96

* The dose of "2000 r." is probs,bly under 1000 r.n.; i~ caromS, a~ present, be fixed wit,h
con_fidenc.e.

The da,ta s]l ow a proport%nality between dosage and ra~o of indaeed
straoturM change. They also show ~ha,t while the absolute frequency of
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rings of six m:d of" two ri~:gs of four chromosomes rises marke.dly wid:
increased dosage, yet the ratio of their frequendes remains constantly
near equali%y.

DISCUSSION
It will be shown ttlab the maize data summarized in Table II provide
evidence for the view that rearrangements of chromosomes are induced[
by X-ra, ys when the latter affect two, or more than two, chromosome
regions i~: contact or in propinquity. The main facts adduced in support
of ~his con~endon are (t) the induced it~terchauges between four chro~
mosomes taken two at a time are rather more frequent than those
between three chromosomes, and (2) ~he rude of ~he frequencies of these
~wo classes is a constant at diiIerent X-ray doses. The expectations on
our two hypotheses have been deduced by the following reasoning. The
assumptions and conventions used are ~he same a,s those in the previous
paper (Catcheside, ::npublished).

TM breakage hyy)othesis
The breaks induced in the treated nuclei have a mean frequency
proportional to tl:e dose administered, At a given dose, and therefore
given mean frequency of breaks, the latter are distributed at random
amongst the treated nuclei. This distribution must be Poisson and therefore the fl.equendes of nuclei with 0, 1, 2 and more breaks are readily
calculable. The breaks in a nucleus m a y be spread amongst one or more
chromosomes in the nucleus ; this distribution, if random, may be calculated. Give:: tl:e presence of breaks in the chromosomes of a nucleus,
recoverable structural changes would be produced only if all th.e breakage
ends rejoined, some, or all, of them in new ways.
~"or the purpose of calculation I have assumed (1) thug all the
chromosomes have an equal chance of being broken, (2) that the occurrence of two or more breaks in one chromosome may be neglected, (3) that
all breakage ends rejoin , (4) that breakage ends rejoin at rmadom. In
Table III are given the proportionate contributions ¢o different classes
of ehrom6some reconstruction in the progeny calculated o n the above
conditions when the nuclei have various numbers of breaks :nduced in
them.
It is clear that the contribution to intercha:lges showing as two rings
of four chromosomes in the heterozygote will a,lways be less than [.hat to
interchanges showing ~s rings of six chromosomes, no matter however
frequen~ are the breakages per nucleus. The discrepa.ncy weald decrease
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with increasing :h'equeucy of mean breaks per n~cieus as shown in
Table IV. Th.e frequencies in this table are totals for d~e progeny of all
the treated nuclei in each population having different mean numbers
of induced breaks. They have been calculated from the values given in
Table i i I and the expected random frequencies of nuclei with 0, ], 2, 3 or
more breaks (el. 0atcheside, previous paper, Table iiI) when the mea~
ha:tuber of breaks per nucleus has different values. The contributions
have been snmmaLed far each distinguishable class that is recoverable

TABLE III
P r o p o r t i o n a t e c o n t r i b u t i o n s to vaz~ions clamses of progeny
\
-Viable: intercha]~ge
Brea,ka
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per
il~terr
nucleus N o r m a l
change
(4)
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2(~)
(el (el+t4)

o

1

1
2
3

1/a
1/is
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~/15

4
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fie)

1
2/J 5

s/los 3I]05 6t]05
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T A B L E IV

fheo~'e~icaZ 2~er~entages pe~' 100 ga~etes ~'a.yed of nor~a~ a~d diff e~'m~ l c i ~
of 9~e~'etm~,ge fete'cereal in the 2,roge~zy. The intereha.nges c~'e q'eeo~'ded
by th.e conf.9q.trations, given in ]~eteroz.?/9ogcs"wii.]~~]zenor~za[
~[e&i1 llOS.
of breaks
pernucleus
0,1
0-2
0-4
0.8
1"6
3.2
6.4

Normal
99-67
98" $3
95-05
85-[~
61'8
25.7
2-9

(4)
0'17
0"55
1-95
5"61
12.0
12.5
3"8

(6)
.
0"0t
O.lO
0'57
2-34
3.59
2.6

2 (4)
.

(8)
.

.
.
.
.
.
0-02
0'18
0-68
0-83

.

{6)+(4)
.

.
0.09
0-36
I'37
1-35

{10)

.
.

.

.
-0"04
0-25
0-6

-0"05
0.3
0.65

in the progeny. The ratio of induced riugs of six chromosomes to cases
of two rings of four chromosomes each is high at low mean frequencies
of tree.ks psi' nucleus and therefore at low doses. It diminishes with
increasing breakagefrequency (and higher doses): approaching co a value
of approximately three to one.
Clearly, if %he chromosome breaks are independent of one another in
their origin, interchanges involving three chromosomes should be considerably more freguent , especially a~ low doses of X-ray, t h a n those
involviug four chromosomes ~wo at a time. Further the ratio of the
farmer to the latter (eft Table IV) should decrease with increasing
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dosage. Neither of these expects,tions are fulfilled by our observations
(Table It). Mol'eover, rings of eight ch:~'omosoraes should be twice as
common as t~vo flags of four ch.~)omosomes, but they are not.
Taking into account ~he possible factors which have been ignored
so far~ na~eIy cases of two or mol'e breaks in. one chromosome, fgilm.'e
of re.at~achmel~f, and more :f~equea~t rea.ttachment of a broken end. to its
original position, the ratios between i'ings of six elu'omosome plants and
two ~:ings of four chl'omosome plants implied by Table tV are .minimM.
of :four chromosomes always ~'equire one more break for
[For, two nngs
"
theli' productio~ than do l'ings of six chromosomes and therefoz'e they
are at a gs'ea.ter disadvantage from causes leading to discrimination.
5t~ke 6ogztaet £:q)~ot,hssgs
On {his hypothesis, cases of interchanges between fmu' chromosomes
two a.~ a ~ime and showing as two rings of four in the heterozygote m a y
have resulted from (1) one hit.affecting four chromosomes in contact at
One point, or (2) two hits separately affecting two pub's of cln'omosemes
in different parts of the same nucleons. The cases of inte~ch~mge between
three chromosomes, showing as rings of six in the hetel'ozygote may ha,re
come from (1) one hit affecting three chromosomes in contact at one
point, or (2) from two hits separately affecting two pairs of'chromosomes
having one membeI' in common. We know that single hRs rarely affect
#hree or more chromosomes at once so that the first possibility in each
case may be neglected. Hence, the problem of"finding the expected l'atio
of rings of six chromosomes to two rings of four ch~:omosomes is simply
that of determining ~he relative frequency with which a second interchange would and would not involve, a chromosome already interchanged
with another chrolTioso~le.
There are forty-five ways in which the second interchange may occur
in a maize nucleus with ten chromosomes. Of these one would b e a
further intez-change bet~veen the t~vo chromosomes already s~b.ieeted to
intel'ohange. Sixteen would be an in~,erchange between one of the ~wo
chromosomes in the first interchange and one of the eight not so involved.
]-~inally, ttventy-eigt~t would be an interchange between two of the eight
chromosomes not already intm~changed. Hence, provided the occurrence
of the second interchange is independent of the.first, the expected ratio
of plants with .rings of six chromosomes to those with two rings of four
ct,romosomes should be 4 : 7. Xeurther it should be independent of the
frequency of' the causes leading ~o intm:change and tbel'ef'ore independent
of the dosage.
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~ONC'.LUSIONS
The ohse~rvalffons fit the statisdcM requirements of the contact
hypothesis. They do not fit the requirements of the breakage hypothesis
i['it be assumed, as in our eMmflations, that M] breakage ends rejoia at
r~ndom. But we must det~mnine whether any modification of tltelatter
postulate wou,ld admit the observed results.
.Profi L. J. St~dler (d,~.l,.//,L)h~l,s pointed out that, if breaks are produced singly by hits and r~re very numerous and tra~:sibory, a high
proportion of reattachments woulct be in the otigiuM positions. Of tLe
remMnd.er, a, large proportion would be interchanges (or inversions)
invok'ing broken ends whi6h were within a given limited distance sf, the
time of breakage. The rest of the reattachments would involve bi'oksn
ends relatively far apart at the thnc of their production.
Ou the single ]fit-single break hypot]~esis, as shown glove, progressive
translocations involving three bre-~ks should be more frequent than
double transloea.tions involving ibur breaks. But if reattaehment of
nearby ends were favoured, the fYequeacy of progressive transloeations
would be correspondh~gly lowered. With three brealrs distributed at
random: the two which were closest together would tend to interchange,
leaving the third to revert; with four breaks, bias interchanges could.
often be two and b~vo. The small percentage of reattachments of ends not
near together could produce some progressive tra.nslocations but their
numl?er would depend upon the extent of the spatial selective tendency.
Consequently tee cases observed as rings of six chromosomes, in the F~
heterozygotes, may be mostly double translocations with one chromosome in common, progressive transloeations being relatively few in
number. If so, their freguency would not be much more than foursevenths that of oases of two rings of four chromosomes, and it would
increase with dosage to about the same extent as the latter class of heterozygote.
Workable mechanisms for the production of s~ructural changes by
X-rays are therefore: (1) a contact mechanism, m which chromosome
regions close together or in actual contact are together affected by one
hit,; (2) a breakage mechanism, iu whiah the breakages are 'relatively
transitory and in which transloeations are produced ehiefty followi~g
breakage of chromosomes in nearby positions. The biological difference
between them is not very great and is perhaps merely academic. Further,
they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Pl~ysica.lly, the difference
lies in whether cue, or more than one, hit is involved in the production
of a single structural rearrangement.
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In the case of irradiated Drosopl~igcr.sperm about I2 % of the induced
rearrangements are progressive, t h a t is involving ~hree. chromosome
regions together (O,~tchetide, unpublished), t f ~he cont,~c{ hypothesis
were the ecru'sot one, suoL a, high .frequency of progressive rearra~gemerits eKeoted by the radiation could be attained only if a]J chromosome
regions were iz, contact with, or in very close proximity, to, one or more
other chromosome regions in the Created nuclei. This would be reM[zsd
if ~he chromosomes filled most: of the nuclear space, except dl~t occupied[
by the nuoleolus; indeed this appears to be the case when. retting nuclei
are examined.. It is doubtfu], however, ~vhegl.ter very complex progressive eontaofis involving as many ~s nine or ten dlrom.osome regions
(Dubinin & Khvostova, 1935) could be. reasonably expected.
With the uncoiling of chromosomes at ~elophase, bhe formation of
relb spirals and ~he subsequenf hydration and swelling of the d~romoseines in the formation of the resting nucletts, parts o5 the same chromotome are likely to be brought close together relatively more frequently
@an ~re pai'ts of different, chromosomes. It follows, on eitiher hypothesis
that inversions should be rela~h~ely more fre~luent than interchanges.
It, was found t h a t X-raying DroaopAiga sperm produced inversions twice
as frequently as they should be if' trantlooationt between different parts
of the same cln'omosome arm were relatively no more frequent than
between different chromosome arms.
The mechanism of structural change through disturbance of two or
more chromosome regions in propinquRy evidently determines the
prodtmtion of reciprocal changes. We have no unectnivocM evidence
to show ~s whether temporary or permanent single breaks can be induced.
However, cases of ~erminM deficiency (Demereo & Hoover, 1936) and
the recovery phenomenon in maize endosperm (Stadler, tgg0) are perhaps
most simply explained on tl~at basis. Unreport,ed obsmrvations of ~la.e
present author on irradiated ring X-e]aromosomes in D~oso2hil, s show a
to~al absence of simple brea.]{s in the ring chromosome. But we eanno~
tell whether to interpret ~his as a non-occurrence of l~hem or as obligate
refusion al a,¢elati~eely early stage in the ongogeny of the animal.

A study of X-ray induced interchanges in maize has shown, in th.e F i
progeny from irradiated pollen, that individuals with two rings of four
chromosomes are tilth.fly more frequent than those with a ring of six
chromosomes. Similar relations between these two classes hold at
~iffsrent X-ray doses. These fac% m a y be accounted for on the contact
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hypo~hesis or on t h e b r e a k a g e h y p o t k e s i s if it be a t p p o s e d Chat st:t'uc~,nraI
rearra.ngemenLs chiefly re]low b r e a k s oeeurrh~g in n e a r b y positions. The
d a t a canlmg b e used ~o decide w h e t h e r tr~ns]oea.tio~:~s r e q u i r e one or
more hits for t h e i r p r o d u c t i o n .
I ~m grea,~ly i n d e b t e d go Prof. T. H. Morgan s~d D r D. 2¢. Joules for
p r o v i d i n g m e w i t h i'a.eilities for this s t u d y , to D r ]3. G. A udm'son for his
a.id a n d to Prof. L. a. 8 t a d l e r % r p r o v i d i n g me with t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l
m ~ t e r i a l a n d for his critical advice a~zd interest in ~he problem.
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